
Comes with (2) 95 FPM and (2) 175 FPM rotators, (1) oscillating light, (2) rear flashing
lights, (1) takedown light, (1) California steady burn light & alley lights.  

Specify each pod dome color & vehicle mount
AF476 48" Basic Vector™ Lightbar $884.95

Vector™ Lightbar
The Vector™ Shape Provides You 
With All-Side Warning

The ultra-modular Vector™ light system features a
patented V-shape for superior warning effectiveness
at crucial 45º and 90º angles. This shape directs
more warning light to the front, sides and rear for
added protection at intersections. The Vector™
light system consists of seven modular pods which
are shaped to significantly improve light transmission and reduce
dome angles that reflect light on conventional lightbars. The unique, modular design
is flexible enough to enable you to design a light system to meet your specific needs. Ship. wt. 60 lbs. 

Get the Performance & Aerodynamic Styling of the Popular Vector™ Lightbar
3-Pod Mini-Lightbar

Get crucial side warning power at intersections with the latest style in 
mini-lightbar warning. Each pod uses a 55-watt halogen bulb and a
rotator with the center pod rotating at 175 FPM and the 2 outer pods each
rotate at 95 FPM for a combined total of 365 brilliant flashes per minute.
Includes permanent mounting hardware and 12V direct-wire hookup.
Available with your choice of each individual pod color. For greater versatility,
get the magnetic mount with car lighter plug. Includes 90 lb. magnet, two
aluminum mounting legs and 12V DC cord. Ship. wt. 14 lbs.

AJ035 Vector™ 3-Pod Mini-Lightbar $427.95
AJ036 Vector™ 3-Pod Mini-Lightbar with Magnetic Mount $561.95

Specify dome colors

48"

ClearAmberBlueRed Green

Shown with 
Magnetic Mount

Basic Vector™ 

ClearAmberBlueRed Green

Basic Vector

StreetHawk®

Wide variety of dual-level warning
Extremely bright 55W halogen rotators 
and takedown lights
True 360˚ of unobstructed warning power
Vehicle hook kits included
All-Light StreetHawk models available in 35", 48", and 65" lengths
StreetHawk models available in 40", 48", and 52" lengths
Dome colors are available in amber, blue, clear, and red

Cat# Description Includes Price
BG176 48" StreetHawk® Light Bar 3 - 175 fpm Rotators, 2 - Cascade Mirrors, 1 - Blocking Mirror $724.95

4 - 95 fpm Rotators, 2 - Diagonal Mirrors, 2 - Takedown Lights
BG177 48" StreetHawk® Light Bar 2 - Rear Flashing Lights, 2 - Alley Lights $879.95

Specify hook or permanent mount. For hook mount - specify vehicle model and year
Specify color: Amber, blue, red, or clear

ClearRedBlueAmber

BG176

BG177

Great for
professional vehicles

2-year warranty
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